For more than 30 years IMDC has been a leading consultant in Flanders, specialised in the execution of
national and international water related engineering and consultancy projects. At this moment we work
with 90 highly qualified employees on projects integrating scientific research with hydraulic engineering.
IMDC acquired a vast experience in the field of marine and estuarine systems, dredging technology,
coastal engineering, ports and offshore structures, river basin management, waterways and inland
navigation, hydraulic design, environmental studies and in situ measurement techniques. Since 1995
IMDC is part of the Tractebel Engineering Group.

INTERNSHIP / THESIS
(m/f)

IMDC offers thesis support and internships.
Internship:
Do the activities of IMDC attract you and is IMDC the ideal company for your internship? Does your
internship last at least 3 weeks (for students of Belgian colleges of higher education/universities) or 3
months (for students of non-Belgian colleges of higher education/universities)? Do not hesitate and
send us your CV and cover letter and clearly indicate the desired internship domain and period.
Thesis:
Do the activities of IMDC attract you and is IMDC the ideal company for your thesis?
Chose one of the thesis subjects on our website or propose an interesting subject yourself. Do not
hesitate and send us your CV and cover letter with a clear mention of your chosen thesis subject.

Profile
♦

♦

You graduated (or are graduating) as a Bachelor or Master (after Master) in:
Engineering sciences: construction ( option water & transportation or civil engineering) or
mathematical engineering sciences
Industrial sciences: construction
Bio science engineering
Science (mathematics, physics, geology, biology)
 Moreover you are interested in at least one of the following domains: hydrodynamics, sediment
transport, morphology, coastal/estuarine/marine systems, coastal protection, hydraulic modelling,
aquatic ecology, hydraulic design of structures, etc.
You have an excellent knowledge of English.

What we offer
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

A challenging and varied internship / thesis support in the leading hydraulic consultancy company in
Flanders.
A young and dynamic environment where initiative is appreciated.
An environment in which you work with experts and where you can develop your knowledge and
skills.
An unpaid internship / thesis support with a range of realistic but challenging assignments in
accordance with your knowledge.
A mentor who will help you with your practical and conceptual questions.
The chance to obtain a first work experience.

Contact

Ref.: 000-ST

If you are interested in an internship at IMDC or getting thesis support from IMDC, please do not
hesitate and send your CV and cover letter (with the internship domain or thesis subject) to IMDC,
Van Immerseelstraat 66 - 2018 Antwerp att. Fabienne Edwards or via e-mail to jobs@imdc.be. Your
request will be treated with the utmost discretion.

